
Another month and another rescue package for the euro. European Central Bank president Mario 
Draghi announced the restarting of sovereign bond buying, providing welcome support to the Italian 
and Spanish markets. This helped European equities lead global markets higher. The US dollar declined 
as the improved sentiment towards Europe reduced its appeal as a safe haven. The talk of additional 
quantitative easing by the US Federal Reserve also weighed on the dollar and boosted the price of gold.

Economic data has continued to slow. 
However, market expectations have been 
reduced over the last six months to the point 
where recent activity data in the United States 
has produced a mildly positive surprise. This is 
not yet true on a global basis, but the extent to 
which data has undershot expectations has 
been coming down. China remains a concern, 
however, and this has been reflected in falling 
stock prices on the Shanghai stock exchange. 
A leadership change is underway and the new 
line-up will emerge in the coming weeks.  
At this point a push for growth is likely and  
could produce some positive surprises. 
However, we have longer term concerns  
as highlighted below.

ECB to the rescue? 
The European Central bank has taken another 
step towards resolving the crisis in Europe. 
The new Outright Monetary Transactions 
programme will buy government bonds with 
a maturity of three years and under, but 
only for those countries under EFSF or ESM 
programmes. While an announcement on 

some form of sovereign bond buying was 
widely anticipated, the news that the debt 
bought by the central bank will rank pari passu 
with existing holders was a positive surprise for 
owners of peripheral European bonds. This is 
an important development since it means that 
additional debt issuance does not push existing 
owners down the pecking order if things do 
go wrong. Still, the capacity of the ECB and 
European governments to bail out Spain and 
Italy remains lacking, and will continue to 
fall short until the ECB and Germany realise 
that Fed-style quantitative easing is the only 
effective tool.

The risk for gold 
The price of gold is too expensive to act as a 
reliable hedge against inflation. Indeed, it would 
take a decade of inflation in high double digits 
to get it back to fair value relative to consumer 
prices. However, it is likely to remain expensive 
as long as money printing is the only policy 
option on the table. So the real threat for 
owners of bullion is a change in thinking by the 
political establishment. How likely is this?

Bill White, who is currently working for the 
OECD having previously headed up the 
monetary and economic department at the 
Bank for International Settlements, has written 
a paper for the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas 
titled “Ultra Easy Monetary Policy and the Law 
of Unintended Consequences”. He writes that 
“ultra easy monetary policies can eventually 
threaten the health of financial institutions and 
the functioning of financial markets, threaten 
the independence of central banks and can 
encourage imprudent behaviour on the part 
of governments.” He concludes that the main 
role of ultra easy monetary policies has been 
“to buy time to allow governments to follow 
the policies that are more likely to lead to a 
resumption in strong, sustainable and balanced 
global growth. If governments do not use 
this time wisely, then the on-going economic 
and financial crisis can only worsen as the 
unintended consequences of current monetary 
policies increasingly materialise.” So should 
investors bet on governments putting the global 
economy on the path of sustainable growth? 

Source: Datastream. Past performance is not a guide to future performance.
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We prefer to bet on bullion.

Does the current slowdown in China mark 
the end of an era? 
The global financial crisis of 2008 saw a 
sharp downturn in the Chinese economy. The 
authorities responded by triggering a credit 
boom, with the construction industry proving 
to be the major beneficiary. Property and 
infrastructure development led to construction 
hitting 12% of GDP, exceeding the 10% figure 
that Japan reached at the height of its boom. 
However, GDP growth has slowed from 11.9% 
in the first quarter of 2010 to 7.6% in the 
second quarter of this year. Is this just another 
cyclical slowdown or the start of a structural 
shift? Studies from across a range of academic 
disciplines provide some clues.

An empirical study of economic history,  
“When Fast Growing Economies Slow Down: 
International Evidence and Implications for 
China” by Barry Eichengreen, Dohnghyun Park 
& Kwanho Shin, goes back to 1957 to look at 
examples of where economies have grown at 
least 3.5% p.a. and subsequently slowed by at 
least 2%, studying the 7-year period before 
and after the slowdown. They find that, on 
average, the downshift in growth occurred 
when average per capita incomes reach 
around U$17,000 (in 2005 prices), a level that 
China should achieve around 2015. However, 
three conditions triggered an earlier slowdown: 
countries that maintained undervalued 
exchange rate, those that had a low 
consumption share of GDP and those  
with a higher old-age dependence ratio.  
The first two describe China today while the  
poor demographic outlook means that  
the dependency ratio will increase in the 
not-too-distant future.

Globalisation expert Dani Rodrik presented 
on “The Future of Economic Convergence” at 
the Jackson Hole gathering of central bankers 
last year. He concluded that the big winners 
from the last two decades of globalisation 
have been those, like China, that flouted its 
rules. China has played by the “old rules”, 
with industry supported by tariffs and export 
subsidies prior to its WTO membership and 
an undervalued currency since. This was 
manageable when China was a small player 
and the western world was in a healthy state. 
However, the tensions are too serious to 
ignore now that China is the world’s second 
largest economy and unemployment is stuck 

“Ultra easy monetary policies can eventually threaten the health of financial institutions 
and the functioning of financial market, threaten the independence of central banks 
and can encourage imprudent behaviour on the part of governments”.

at intolerable levels across much of Europe 
and America. Moreover, a reorientation of its 
economy towards domestic consumption at 
the expense of industrial activity will blunt the 
forces of convergence, weighing on growth.

Daron Acemoglu and James Robinson blend 
economics, politics and history to look at the 
role of institutions in determining economic 
success in “Why Nations Fail: the Origins 
of Power, Prosperity and Poverty”. They 
conclude that sustained growth requires 
sound institutions: those that encourage 
the great mass of people to participate in 
economic activities that make the best use 
of their talents. This allows the virtuous circle 
of innovation, economic expansion, more 
widely-held wealth and peace to develop. 
These “inclusive” institutions are contrasted 
with “extractive” institutions, which are 
prevalent in developing nations with high levels 
of inequality. These are designed to extract 
income and wealth from one subset of society 
to benefit a different subset. They see modern 
China as run by authoritarian, extractive 
political institutions. This means that past 
success will not readily translate into  
sustained growth.

Sociologist Gerard Lemos asks how the  
1.3 billion Chinese feel about the way their 
country has changed over the past three 
decades and what their aspirations mean  
for the Communist party’s grip on power in 
“The End of the Chinese Dream: Why  
Chinese People Fear the Future”. He 
conducted hundreds of interviews with 
Chinese men and women in non-westernized 
areas far from the more international cities 
such as Beijing and Shanghai. He identifies 
systemic social problems: lack of healthcare, 
a broken education system, distorted family 
structures due to the one-child policy and no 
recourse for those whose property is seized by 
the state – which happens regularly. His view is 
that “China is controlled by an interconnected, 
mutually dependent but mistrustful and 
faction-ridden plutocracy focused on a single 
purpose: the creation and consolidation of 
wealth in their own hands”. This supports 
Acemoglu and Robinson’s conclusions.  
Nor can Lemos’s conclusion that “The 
constant and widespread protests may yet 
coalesce again into a bigger national  
uprising” be ignored.

Surely China’s central role in the fast-
growing Asian region should provide a fillip to 
growth? Christopher Hill, who served as US 
Ambassador to Korea before moving to the 
Josef Korbel School of International Studies, 
points out that “China has been increasingly 
embroiled in a nineteenth-century-style dispute 
with several of its Southeast Asian neighbors… 
as it seeks to turn the entire South China Sea 
into a southern Chinese lake.” Its support for 
North Korea also leaves its other neighbours 
in despair. Similarly Joseph Nye, a professor in 
international relations, highlights the difference 
between Europe, which has spent the years 
since World War II “knitting countries together” 
and Asia where nothing similar has happened 
and “issues dating back to the 1930s and 
1940s remain raw, a problem exacerbated by 
biased textbooks and government policies”. 

What does this mean for investors? These 
are structural issues that tell us nothing about 
whether China will experience a hard landing 
in 2013. However, it is clear that extrapolating 
the growth rates of the last two decades into 
the next one is dangerous. Moreover, at a time 
when concerns about bad loans are already 
justified, any attempt to open the lending 
spigots once more risks a bigger problem  
down the road.

Investors should avoid companies that 
are reliant on further growth in fixed asset 
investment in China. Competing with China 
in the manufacturing industry remains unwise 
as the state continues to prop up unprofitable 
businesses to avoid creating unemployment. 
However, the rebalancing of growth in China 
from investment to consumption will continue 
to create opportunities for companies selling 
to this growing market. The best companies 
to profit from this trend, however, are 
multinationals listed on developed markets. 
Investors should remain wary of Chinese 
stocks, where the dominant trend is expected 
to be a squeeze on margins.
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